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SUMMARY 
In this research, the conditions for shifting some zeros of 
reactance functions to desired locations and at the same time leaving 
the remaining zeros in their original locations have been investigated. 
The reactance paramater z (or the susceptance parameter ypp) is 
chosen for convenience* 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the proposed zero 
shifting are the functions of the radian frequency values of original 
and desired zero locations, the radian frequency values of the poles, 
and the residues in the poles. As a prelude to finding the more general 
conditions, the proofs of the conditions are given for two cases of 
z , each of which has two pairs of purely imaginary zeros. A simple 
matrix equation is given to determine the component functions which 
are to be removed in the zero shifting process. This method is ex-
tended to include the general case of shifting i pairs of zeros to 
desired locations and leaving the others the same. Two applications 
of these methods to synthesize transfer functions by means of a pi or 
parallel ladder network are considered. These are a modified zero 
shifting synthesis and a parallel ladder synthesis. 
CHAPTER I 
ETOODUCTION 
The problem of the synthesis of transfer functions -with grounded 
two port networks is of considerable interest to network as well as 
control system designers. In particular, the pi network consisting of 
two kinds of elements is worthy of consideration, inasmuch as the syn-
thesis problem has been solved in various ways. 
A convenient method of synthesis for the ladder networks, with-
in a constant multiplier, of a given transfer function is exemplified 
•X* 
by a two-step zero shifting-zero producing technique (3A>5) • First, 
a set of parameters (for example, z±± and 2 ^ or y^ and ylg) is de-
termined from a given transfer function. These parameters must satisfy 
conditions for physical realizability (10). Second, z _(or yp?) is 
synthesized as a driving point function having proper transmission 
zero© in series and shunt arms* The series and/or shunt elements are 
determined in the zero shifting-zero producing processes. 
An area of investigation which has not been pursued actively 
heretofore is that of obtaining desired transfer characteristics by 
means of a pi or tee network instead of an extended ladder network. 
The synthesis of transfer functions with the pi or tee network requires 
that all zero shifting be conducted simultaneously in one step leaving 
* lumbers in parentheses denote entries in the List of References. 
2 
the remainder of the network with the desired transmission zeros. This 
research deals with this problem. 
The objectives considered in the research are listed below. 
(a) Formulate a method to shift one pair of reactance functions 
to the desired locations, leaving the others the same, and extend the 
method to include the shift of i zeros. 
(b) Develop conditions for realizability by method of (a). 
(e) Investigate methods and procedures for applying the results 
of (a) and (b) to the synthesis of transfer functions. 
•The transfer functions that will be considered are K(s) - Ep/E_, 
with the network arrangement in Fig. 1. This is one of the most 
commonly used response-to*-excitation transfer functions(T)• 
""O" 




Fig* 1 Grounded Two-Port Pi(rr) Network 
This discussion of the transfer functions and the network para-
meters will be given in terms of LC-networks. However, it is known that 
by means of simple frequency transformations(10), the results in the 
LC-ca&e can be made applicable to networks containing any two kinds of 
elements. 
It is assumed that the realizability conditions of the reactance 
parameters and susceptanee parameters are satisfied. 
In the synthesis of a two-port network for a given transfer 
function, the related network parameters are found from established 
relations and then a network is realized having these parameters. For 
the network arrangement in Fig. 1, the transfer function used for the 
pi network is a voltage ratio described as 
SL ~/_\ Z 0 (
s ) 
J2V~ / ~3' 
K(s) = Sf = -5ff} = z0(s) + z,(B) (1-1) 
The susceptanee parameters can he obtained by considering the 
network arrangement of Fig. 2 which is a dual of Fig. 1. The transfer 
function used for the tee network in Fig. 2 is a current ratio, that is 
Kf(s) 
P !(B) Y 2(S) 




Fig. 2 Grounded Two-Port Tee(T) Network 
The ratio, P(s)/Q(s) or P^sJ/Q1 (s), is assumed to be in factored form 
and will be chosen to be 
*U) = P(s)/H(s) 
Q(s) Q(s)/H(s) 




P(s) (or P»(s) ) = A(s2 + ̂ ( s 2 ^ ) ......(s2-*»2k) 
2 2 2 2 
Q(s) (or Q'(s) ) = (s + u) 2) ....(s + (i) n) 
(I-1*) 
where A is a proportionality constant. 
Since LC ladder networks are to be used, only those transfer functions 
with finite zeros and poles on the imaginary axis will be considered 
here. One method of synthesizing a given transfer function K.(s) in the 
form of (l-3) with an LC network arrangement as depicted in Fig. 1 is, 
first, to choose proper H(s) such that both P(s)/H(s) and Q(S)/H(S) in 
(1-3) are in the form of realizable LC functions, secondly, to extract 
Zjs) from Q(s)/H(s) to obtain Zp(s) which has the form of P(S)/H(S), 
and then realize Zp(s) by either Foster
1s or Cauerfs reduction method. 
fl(s) chosen in this procedure must be an odd function and will be chosen 
to be 
H(s).* s(s + »ffl)(»
:+ o^2).....(s + ®m) (1-5) 




A ^ " V l ^ <4> 
t 2^ 2 x • • (s + cuTk) 
S ( S + U ) a l ) ( 8 + C D a 2 ) . . . . ( s + U)am) 
(1-6) 
5 
and Z.(s) + z.(s) = SliL (i_T) 
2 3 H(s) 
The equations (1-6) and (l-T) yield 
zjs) =SL!i.EilL (1.8) 
J H(s) H(s) 
The procedure depicted in (1-8) requires simultaneous zero shifting 
processes. It also requires simultaneous zero retaining processes, if 
P(s) and Q(S) have common terms. Therefore, Z (s) corresponds to a 
zero shifting section, while Zp(s) corresponds to a zero producing 
section. In this sense, the zeros of Z (s) can be termed "transmission 
zeros." ]Êr a procedure similar to that given for reactance parameters, 
the associated susceptance parameters are 
Y (S) . iHiL (1_9) 
H'(s) 
and YJs) . <*'(»> •?'(»> (1-10 
J H'(s) 
The choice of Z (s) (or Y (s) ), as will be discussed in Chapter 
II and III, determines whether or not a particular network configuration 
is realizable. lo attempt will be made to minimize the number of ele-
ments of synthesized networks* 
6 
CHAPTER II 
A METHOD FOR SHIFTING ONE ZERO OF A REACTANCE 
TO A DESIRED LOCATION AND LEAVING TEE OTHERS THE SAME 
One way of specifying a typical reactance function (except for 
a constant Multiplier) is shown in Fig. 3/ which represents the zero-
pole distribution on the positive real frequency axis. 
(3<fi) ;> ir 
o 
— € H — - * * — Q >( B- — X >' w 
V ^ 1 <fy> »o2 
Fig. 3 Zero-Pole Distribution of Reactance Function 
The zeros and poles are indicated by circles and crosses, respectively 
and these are denoted by the frequencies, oo , oo _, ^ao* & p> • •••> 
o)n 3 0) , ... The analytic expression for this function and transfer $n' an7 J 
function, z (s), can be -written in factored form as follows, 
, 2, 2 w 2, 2 N , 2, 2 N (s + m )(s + m 0).....(s + a) ) 
z n ( s ) = K t K * u K
 2 i P ^ (2_1) 
v al a2' v am 
f _ r (s + o?Tl)(s + W T 2 ) (s + u)Tk) 
zl2(s) * K» p 2 v 2^ 2 \ , 2A 2 ',"
 (2*2) 
S(S + (D -. j ( s + (JD ;....^S + (JO ) 
$1 a2 am 
7 
and 
0 * V K "al < V < V < •'• < %i * V 
(2-3) 
0 < a ) _ < in . < uj . < .-...<(«.., 
T1 T 2 T 3 Tk' 
m - n. - 1 
It is assumed that z..(s) and z ̂ (s) have identical denominators and 
the poles of z r((s) are the poles of z (s). It is also assumed that 
critical frequencies of zero and infinity are poles of z (s) and 
z.-(s)« !The admittance functions are also chosen to have the same 
forms as the impedance functions and are written 
( s 2 + m'J) ( s 2 + m< l) ( s 2 + oo'2) 
y22(«) - H ^ ^ \ r r \ (2-*) 
S(S + O ^ . H s 4- 0) _ . ) . . , , . ( s + U) ) 
v » l / x a 2 ' v om 
2 «2 2 *2- 2 '2 
(B + » T l ) (« + O (B + tt)Tk) / v 
s(s2+ a)^) ( B 2 + coj) ( s - + t t J ) , 
and 
t t t t t i 
• ° * V * V K V < V < < V < V, 
(2-6) 
0 < "Vl < *T2 < "Vs * < < U T k , 
m - n - 1 
If the chosen parameters are not in the assumed forms, a simple trans-
formation is required to make them in proper form. Ihere are three 
other cases that need to be considered; 
8 
(a) When z (s) has an odd numerator of one degree higher than 
the denominator,, remove complete residues of z_ (s) about infinity and 
take the reciprocal of remaining z (s). The resultant function turns 
out to be in proper admittance form. 
(b) When z,,(s) has an odd numerator of one degree lower than 
the denominator,, take the reciprocal of z _(s)« This function becomes 
an admittance function in proper form. 
(c) When zi-|(s) n & s an even numerator of one degree lower than 
the denominator, the removal of complete residues in any finite pole of 
z--(s) gives the remaining function in proper form. 
The partial fraction expansions of z.A®) and ypo(s) have the forms 
k k s L s 
z (e) = v + i°- + 4—g-+ 4 - r
+ (2-T) 
S + U ) - S + U» « 
a l #2 
h h. s h p s 
yasW-V + r- + -5-75 + T-r5+ (2-8) 
s + u> _ s + 10 _ 
Qtl 0t2 
where, k f k., k-, .... and h , h , h_ / ...... are all positive, real 
XX SJ J* Xl W oL, 
numbers. 
2.1 Conditions for Realizabillty by Zero Shifting Techniques with 
Given Network Configurations 
The reactance function and eusceptance function in (2-l) and 
(2-U) can be represented a® in (2-9) and (2-10), and their plots on the 
positive frequency axis may be shown in Fig. k, 
Zn (J ^ • J V ^ (2"9) 
9 
r22(3 «0 = j B^UO (2-10) 
where X, (to) and B1(w) are real values which are evaluated on the 
positive frequencies, ou* 
U) 
fig. 4 Plot of Reactance Function versus Positive Frequency 
U) 




Fig* 6 Graphical Illustration of Zero Shifting Technique #2 
X,(UJ) A 
U) 
Fig. 7 Graphical Illustration of Zero Shifting Technique #3 
Consider now the problem of zero shifting techniques (3,7>8). 
There are altogether three sets of zero shifting techniques which are 
summarized in Fig. 5, 6 and 7* These are called "zero shifting tech-
nique #1, #2 and #3*" Fig. 5 shows the zero shifting technique by 
ffieans of partial removal of the residue in the pole at s = oo. In 
11 
actual synthesis, a series inductance or shunt capacitance is used for 
the zero shifting technique #1, as shown in Fig. 8. These networks 




Fig. 8 Type I Sections 
In the synthesis of a two port network with Type I sections, it is 
necessary that the sections be removed in a proper order. To estab-
lish the proper ordering, the minimum element value at transmission 
zeros must be removed first (6). 
The minimum element value is defined as 
L * minimum (2L_ (j u> )/ J u> ) 
a N 11 T T (2-11) 
C « minimum .(yM(j u> )/ j u> ) 22' 
(2-12) 
Since only reactance parameters are considered,: the instantaneous slope 
of 3L(w>) or IL(©) at any positive frequency, to- * a) , becomes 
3X1(u)) 
b <*> 
> 0 (2-13) 
0) % 
12 
a B 1 («>) 
&w 0) 
> 0 (2-14) 
But a zero shifting section which is made up of 1*ype I sections has 
component functions with positive slopes as follow; 
zl(s) = di s 
or z1(j a)) = jd1 U> (2-15) 
where d is a positive,/real number. 
By extracting z (j OJ) from z-^fj U J ) ^ the imaginary impedance level of 
remainder function, zii(»3 u))i i s reduced and new zeros are shifted away 
from the origin. !Eherefore, when the frequency value of a transmission 
zero is less than that of the zero shifted, zero shifting technique #1 
cannot be used. Hence, the condition 1: 
Condition 1; Necessary conditions for realizability with Type I sections 
are 
for «u(a)i ^ < ®T < ^ i . 1,2,3... 
for y22(»)> ^ < ^T < ^ 1 * 1,2,3... 
t 
where, ^ or u>. is the frequency value of transmission zeros. 
In fig. 6 zero shifting is done by removing a partial residue in the 
pole at s « 0. This can be realized by the networks In Fig. 9, which 
will be called MT*rpe II sections" for convenience. 
13 
O 2 1 
Fig. 9 lype II Sections 
In lype II sectionsj zero shifting is achieved by a series capacitance 
or by a shunt inductance. The minimum element values in this case are 
defined as 
C, = minimum (j u) z,-(j ^ ) ) 
b KO T lV° T 
1^ = minimum (j ̂  y22(j o^) ) 
(2-16) 
(2-17) 
In this case the zero shifting section has component functions of nega-
tive slopes* 
or 
zx(s) = _ ^ 




The remainder fuwetionj ^ - M O m}> "which is obtained by extracting 
z (j w) from z-,-i(̂  a))> nELS a higher imaginary impedance level than the 
original z (j oo). This results in all the zeros of z (s) being 
Ik 
shifted toward the origin. For this reason, zero shifting technique 
Jfe is available only when the value of a transmission zero is less than 
the one of the original zero to be shifted. This fact is also appli-
cable for the admittance parameters as well. 
Hence, the condition 2: 
Condition 2; Necessary conditions for realizability with Itype II 
sections are 
for Z U ( B ) , wal < O T < » ,1-1,2,3, 
for y22(s), (D^ < »* < ^ . + 1 , 1 = 1,2,3, 
where CD or u> is the frequency value of transmission zeros, 
T T 
Zero shifting techniques by partial removal of finite pole residues 
described in Fig. 7 yield the resultant networks shown in Fig. 10* 
Itiese networks will be called "T̂ rpe III sections." 
L. 
Fig. 10 Type III Sections 
15 
The component functions of zero shifting sections in this case become 
Zl(s) = 
d s 
2 ^ 2 
s + (ju . 
jd u) 
or zx(j (o) = — ^ g — (2-19) 
(JD . — CJO 
Q f l 
1 
Depending upon the choice of w ., new zeros of z (s) are shifted 
toward or away from the origin. The w ., which is the frequency value 
of the pole in a component function, is called the "control frequency." 
To choose appropriate control frequencies, two general rules must be 
obeyed. 
Rule 1; For X. (<u ) > 0, that is, co . < uu < uu 
— — — iv T 31 T on. 
choose a higher adjoining pole for the control freq-
uency. The higher adjoining pole is the pole at 
s = j ̂  .. 
ca 
Rule 2: For X, (u> )<0, that is, OD . .,< u> < <*> , 
- l v T/ ' ' cvi-1 T $1' 
choose a lower adjoining pole for the control freq-
uency. The lower adjoining pole is the pole at 
s = j ffi . . 
16 
-x-
>ehoose this pole 
y 
^i-l ^i-1 V %• %. 
-a—x x •• 
choose this pole 
*-
\ 
e- — k — * — a -
31-I ofi-1 T pi oa 
Fig. 11 Examples for Rule 1 and Rule 2 
When U) < co < to and co . is chosen for a control frequency- which is 
' ' '" pi T a± ai 
the case of Rule 1, the component function in (2-19) evaluated at 
t 
s == j co has a positive imaginary value and the value of z (j co ) 
will he negative, imaginary, Therefore, the zero at s. = j co will be 
shifted away from the origin and the desired zero shifting is achieved. 
The converse statement also holds true. 
When co . _< co < co and co is chosen for a control frequency, the 
#1-1 T pi ai-1 
value of component function in (2-19) evaluated at s = J co is-negative, 
imaginary and the zero at s = j ui will he shifted toward the origin. 
CEfiis is the case of Rule 2. Therefore, both Rule 1 and Rule 2 are 
justified. A similar set of rules holds for the admittance function. 
It is noted that there is no restriction on the location of transmission 
zeros when HJjrpe III sections are used for synthesizing a reactance 
function, provided the appropriate control frequency is chosen. The pro-
cedures for realizing a two port network with Type I, II and III 
sections can be found in the references (3>7j8). 
IT 
2.2 A Method for Shifting One Zero Only 
Description of Problem. In Art. 2.1, the zero shifting techniques 
imposed upon Hype I, II and III sections were considered. In this 
section,, the problem of shifting one zero of a reactance function to a 
proper location and leaving the others the same will be discussed. 
>f o —*— e — * — - e — •*• u) 
\ f i ' i 
i \ i > 
| V I I i l l 
f '\ i i I | I 
—~^-——• A • X -A — >f - A — #~ u> 
T 
Fig. 12 Original and New Zero-Pole Distributions 
Fig. 12 shows a set of zero pole distributions of a reactance function. 
In that figure original and new zeros are denoted by circles and tri-
angles, respectively. These can be achieved by utilizing the combined 
zero shifting techniques discussed in Art. 2.1. Because of the simi-
larity between impedance and admittance functions, only impedance 
function will be discussed here. 
Procedure 
Consider now the problem of shifting one zero alone along the 
positive frequency axis in 2-z, 3~z and n-z functions. The term 
"n-z function" means the reactance function which has n pairs of 
imaginary zeros, that is, n zeros on the positive frequency axis, and 
will be used throughout this paper. The network structure of Fig. 13 
is made up on a predicted configuration of particular building blocks. 
18 
1 0, z (s) 
ov ' 
l—k^B) »2(fl) 
*ll ( i ) 
1 ©~~ 
fig, 13 Predicted Network Structure for Shifting One Zero Alone 
!Efee ssero shifting; section in Fig. 13 is composed of several component 
funetlonsj as (s)> zA s)^ 2g(s),...«* .and 2 (s) * These component funct-
ions can he grouped into three types; Type I-like, Type II-like and 
Type Ill-like sections. It is assumed that z (s) and z (a) are HJype 
n o 
l«l£k@ and Type XX-like sections and all the others (^(s), zA&),*.*f 
^.iC8) ) are ^ P @ Ill-like sections. Then, the component functions of 




d, s 1 * . , ^ 
jl»s^ ~; -~^•~**^~~ 1 1 a lj(^^3>»-«»> n-l (2-20) 
s + o> Qfi 
2 (s) « d. § 
n% n 
The component functions must be properly chosen and arranged such that 
the remainder function 2 *(s) has on© aero at a desired location and all 
the other zeros at the same location as 2 (s). Tfc\i&, the problem is 
19 
reduced to determining d , d. and d and to choosing proper <u J. For 
0 1 n <y± 
the successful synthesis of z (s) by this procedure, the following two 
requirements must be met: 
(a) d , & and d must be positive. 
o i n • 
(b) d^ < k ,, d. < k. and d < k must be satisfied. (2-21) 
o o' I i n n K ' 
k , k, and k are taken from (2-7)• 
o* i n \ • / 
the first requirement shows that no negative elements are allowed in 
this process, while the second one comes from the fact that the remain-
der function must be positive real. 
Procedure for 2-z functions 
For a 2-z function, the impedance function z (s) has the form 
( B 2 + « & ) ( B W ) 
z (s) . K - f g — H - (2-22) 
sU + cu%) 
oil 
fhere are three poles that are available for control frequencies; poles 
a;fe s « 0, s = j to , and s = oo. There are also four situations for 
oil 
the location of <w on the positive real frequency axis: 0 < w < u> , 
T T 31 
% ! < u> < u> , u> < u> < co 0, and «> < u> < 00. Since the choice of 
pi T Qfl Of-L T pc pV T 
control frequencies is different in each situation, they will be dis-
cussed separately* 
Case 1; 0 < tu < <& .. 
T fl 
From the proposed problem that the remainder function z '(s) has 
20 
zeros at s = j m and s = j U) ; the following two relationships are 
T • p̂ -
taown. 
z i(J " O = 0 (2-23) 11s u T 
Zll̂  V = ° ^'^ 
Since only two known conditions are available, at most two poles can be 
chosen for control frequencies. To choose appropriate control freq-
uencies, the effect of extracting each possible component function must 
be examined. If a pole at s=0 is chosen for a control frequency in the 
zero shifting section, the zeros of z (s) will be shifted toward the 
origin as in the zero shifting technique #2 in Art. 2.1, Because of 
the characteristics of Type I sections, the displacement of the zero at 
s •=» j t o i s small compared to that of the zero at s = j co . If the 
pd pi 
displacement of the zero at s == <j co is compensated by the other com-
ponent function, the proposed objective can be achieved. If a pole at 
s = j to is chosen for a component function, the zero at s = j a) will 
be shifted away from the origin and the zero at s = j co will be 
shifted toward the origin as shown in Fig. J. This requires two 
additional component functions to compensate the displacements from 
both the new zeros at s = j co and s = j ^QQ* But only two component 
functions can be determined by two known conditions, and the pole at 
s = j co cannot be chosen for a component function. If a partial 
residue in the pole at s = oo is removed from original function z (s), 
then all the zeros of z (s) will be shifted away from the origin as 
depicted in Fig,* 5* From the characteristics of Type I sections, the 
21 
displacement of the zero at s = j cu is small compared to that of the 
zero at s = j ̂ QO* This can be, therefore, utilized to compensate the 
zero disturbance resulting from removal of a partial residue in the pole 
at s = 0. From the above investigation, it is easily seen that the best 
choices of component functions are the poles at s = 0 and s = oo. Once 
proper component functions are chosen, the mathematical procedure for 
finding the conditions for realizability for each choice of component 
functions follows. From the previous discussion, the following com-
ponent functions were selected. 
d 




z2(s) = d2 s 
The remainder function z f(s) obtained by removing the component 
functions in (2-25) becomes 
z n($) « ̂ ( s ) - z0(s) - zg(s) (2-26) 
But, from the two known conditions in (2-23) &hd (2-2^), equation 
(2-26) yields 
Z11(J V ~ Zo^ V ' 22(j V = ° (2_2T) 
z (1 ̂  ) .. 2 (-i cu ) - z (1 m ..) « 0 (2-28) 1 1 u g2; o u 02; 2 U p2; v ; 
Substituting (2-25) into (2-27) and (2-28) gives 
d 
z i i U \).+ j o r - - J d 2 ^ T -
0 ( 2 " 2 9 ) 
22 
Zll(^ V + * ̂  " J d2 V = 0 
(a) Original Function )6 
(2-30) 
> ~ <tf 
y [ i''0(J«j)
+ 2'2(Jtu)] 






(c) Remainder Function*f *~ 0) 
Fig. l4 Graphical Interpretation of the Procedure for Case 1 
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1 O "If 
C 
z _ _ ( s ) 
• * ~ * 1 1 
10* 
/m 
Z n f s ) 
11 
Fig* 15 Network Struct'ure for Case 1 
But, since <A> i s a zero frequeney of z ( s ) , 
pd -L.L 
Zll^ V - ° (2-31) 
and the equations (2-29) ao& (2-30) are expressed in matrix form as 
W tBT 
T ' 
















f^U %) w, 












Then. by Cramer's rule, d and d^ yield 
* • ' o 2 
f} 
A ! -X^a ) OJ 
-r T 
^ o 
P2 o A 2 
32 
- O ) 2 
T 
rl 
A 2 -X 1 (UJ ) (1) T T 
a 2 A 2 




The network elements in Fig. 15 are determined uniquely. 
C = P 2 , T (2-36) 
° " \(\) \ « 32 
- X (tu ) ui 
L p - — - _ _ - _ _ _ (2-37) 
03 - - OJ 
^2 T 
The necessary and sufficient condition for realizability "by this 
procedure is 
0<\< «> (2-38) 
The proof for this condition -will he given later. 
The graphical interpretation of this procedure is shown in Fig. 14. 
In that figure, the imaginary impedance level of z (s) evaluated at 
s = j u) and that of the zero shifting function evaluated at s = j OJ 
T T 
are the same. The zero of z (s) at s = j OJ is also the zero of zero 
shifting function* Therefore, by removing the zero shifting section, the 




An alternate method for evaluating d and d0 which is often 
D o 2 
convenient for solving for d and dp in (2-29) &n& (2-30) hy computer 
programming is presented. The remainder function .in this case is 
assumed to have a form as 
\B2+ CD 2 ) (S 2 + U £ ) 
M ( S ) = M '. 2 I 2 , P2 (2"39) 
S ( s + CJO. _ ) 
Q f l 
f 
from equa t ion ( 2 - 2 6 ) , z ( s ) was def ined hy 
zii(s) = z n ( s ) ~ Z O ( S ) - Z 2 ( B ) (2"4O) 
Substituting z _(s), z (s) and z (s) in equations (2-22) and (2-25) to 
(2-40) yields 
( A ^ m
2
g) ( e ^ X ^ »
2
2) ao 
.. JXL . 2 2 v K , 2 2 V 2 V ; 
S ( S + CO• • ) S ( S + U) _ ) S 
X Q ? l C t f l 
Multiplying (2-̂ -i) "by 3(s + ou ) gives 
M(s2+ <p2)(B
2+ <o|2) = K(s
2
+ ^ ( B







In equa t ion (2-^-2) ^ a l l t h e parameters except M, d and d„ a r e known. 
2 2 
To solve for the unknown parameters i n ( 2 - ^ 2 ) , l e t s -* u> , then 
M(0)2 - -ID2., )(u)2 - cu2 ) = K(u)2 - u)2n X u w - u)
2-,) x T tfl 3 2 -Qfl p i a>l p 2 wQfly 
/ 2 2 x 
V T al 
2 
Let s -» 0 in (2-42), then 
2 2 __ 2 2 , 2 
or d =
 M^T %2 " K ^ l V 
a 2 
" ^ 1 
2 2 Again, let e -+ - OJ in (2-42), then 
•0 =K(^r.a3T)(u)p2- ̂ ) + ̂ (u,^- c^) + ̂ ( ^ H ^ l " u*) 
d „ K ^ i - ^ ^ 2 - ^ + d ^ 4 - ^ 
2 2 / 2 2\ 
From (2-43)> (2-44) and (2-45), M, d and d^ are 
O d 
2 2 
M ~ K U B 1 " % L ) 
, 2 2 * 
lu) - ou , j 
T
 w a l 
2 , 2 2v 
coft2^u,Rl" " V 
d = K -E^ P T-
o , 2 2x 
(tt>al- «)T) 
( 2 2\ 
d - K —£± ^---
2 " , 2 2, 
which de termines t h e network elements C and LQ i n F i g , 1 5 . 
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Ujfais method can be applied to any 2-z function and also to higher order 
functions. The-results in (2-47) and (2-48) are essentially the same 
2 2 2 2 
as the previous ones if "C%i" ̂  )(WQO" •(» ) ^s substituted 
W ~ —-—~2™—^——™ 
V^l" " V 
in (2-36) and (2-37). 
"Hie choice of control frequencies in this procedure is unique 
because all the combinations of control frequencies other than the one 
of the poles at s=0 and s-00 become unrealizable. For example, suppose 
that the poles at s=0 and s=g $ are chosen for control frequencies. 
Hien, the component functions chosen in this case are 
*. (B) = — (2-^9) 
s 
d_ s 
^(s) = \ g (2^50) 
S + 0) n 
Qfl 
t 
Since the remainder function z (s) has zeros at s=j yj and s=j u)Qo-
11 T pc-' 
the following two relationships must be satisfied. 
z
i:L(s) - Z Q(S) - z1(s) 
Z
1:L(
S) - z 0(
s) - \(Q) 
= 0 (2-51) 
T 
= 0 (2-52) 
s=j Wp2 
Substituting (2-49) and (2-50) in (2-5l) and (2-52) leads to the matrix 
equation 
28 




%1 ~ < \ 
1 . ^ 2 
Woo :.:£ 2 
N 
S 
M«i " "pa 




Solving for d and d yields 
2 , 2 2 
"(JO OU,-A(J0 -i - (JO 
r? = T g2V #1 T 




2 2 2 2 
a -• ̂ TUB2"^l)Kl" "3T) XlK } 




X1((joT) < 0 (2-56) 
and 0 < (JO < (J0„n T gl 
Therefore, d in (2-55) has a negative value and this procedure is 
not realizable, 
The other case, that is to choose the poles at s=<j & and 
s=oo for control frequencies, also "becomes unrealizable because the 
value of d in the Type Ill-like component function becomes negative. 
Case 2; m < $ < ^ 
' wj31 T al 
3y analogy with Case 1, the two known conditions are 
zu(j » ) - 0 (2J«9) 
29 
Z11(J %2^ = ° (2~50) 
The conditions described above are imposed because the remainder 
function z (s) has zeros at s=g ^ and s=j ̂  p after removing zero 
shifting sections. To choose the proper component functions (or control 
frequencies) for the zero shifting section,, the effect of removing each 
possible component function must be investigated. There are three 
possible control frequencies; poles at 5=0, s=j & , and s=oo. One 
of these three control frequencies may not be taken for a control fre-
quency, since only two known conditions are available. 
Of the three zero shifting techniques discussed in Art. 2.1, 
removal of T'ype I and III sections shifts the zero at s=g m away 
p-L 
frorn the origin. Again, Type I and III sections are identified as 
zero shifting sections which have control frequencies at s=oo and 
§=J os-.-f* ^he partial removal of the residue in the finite pole at 
s-j (a results in shifting the zero at s=j m towards the origin. 
This can be compensated for by removal of Type I sections to retain 
the zero at s=j u)Qo
# If a 'Type II section which has a control fre-
P^ 
quency at s=0 is removed for the proposed objective, two additional 
component functions are required and they cannot be determined. Thus, 
two control frequencies at s=oo and s=j <$ _ are chosen for Case 2 and 
their component functions are 
a, s 
^B)"* I 2 (2-51) 
s + u ) c * l 
30 
z2(s) = d2 s (2-52) 
Efew, the problem is to determine proper values of d_ and d0 in (2-51) 
1 c 
and (2-52) such that the remainder function has the desired zeros. 
from the two known conditions in (2-49) and (2-50), two equations which 













Substituting (2-51) and (2-52) in (2-53) and (2-54) gives 
j d <u 
2UU »T) - V ^ S - ^2 »T
 = ° 
" O f l " ^ T 
(2-55) 
j & n UJ, / . v ° 1 WB2 
U;oi«r>/ " ~2~~—£> " J d o (floo = ° ^ u w UJS2/  2 u ~2 w$2 
(2-56) 
.31 






("b) Component Functions 
(Zero Shifting 
Function) 
(e) Remainder Function m 
*- a) 
>*• UU 
Fig. l6 Graphical Interpretation of the Procedure for Case 2 
Fig. IT Network Structure for Case 2 
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But,, since z (s) is a pure reactance function and has a zero at 
s~J aug' 
zlx(j U)T) = J \UT),
 z
i:L(j u)g2) - 0 (2-57) 
Utoe matrix form for (2-55) and (2-56) is 
01 N 




0)„.n " '<»r 
0) 32 
\ 




/ \ / 
(2-58) 
Left (as in Case l ) 
A - det . 
0) 
2 2 
0) T ~ 0) 
03. 
OL), 
6i. 0)c 2 2 w$2 




(\W 0)„ X 
u>, '02 
/ 
A 2 « det-
tt) 
2 2 
U3 -i ~ 0) 
^ ( © T - ) 
03 
2 2 





By Cramer's rule,, d and d. become 
d, = 
/ 2 2V 2 2 ^ 
^ 1 ^ofl " V ( a j S 2 " % L } 
1 /K ' / 2 
> g 2 -T 
U ) . ( ( i ) o 0 - Ut)_) 
P | al \UJ (2-60) 
A 2 2 \ 
d2= "J" N 2 W (2-6l) 
V«>p2 - -o)T 
The network elements in Fig. IT are determined as 
C 2 2\ 
1 = 2 2 2 2 1<-_D^-/ 
(o)al - a)T)(a»p2 " -u)^) X1(o)T) 
( 2 2\ f c. 2 v 
!• al ;;rp2 ^ w (-̂ ) L. = 
^T ^ 1 ( U J P 2 " <»T) 
r 2 2^ 
2 v 2 • -2, 
V»$2 ' V 
L« = X1(o)T) (2-64) 
i 
The remainder function z (s) can be obtained by subtracting z.,(s) and 
r 
z (s) with known d and d p from z (s), and this z (s) has zeros at 
s=g UJ and s=j u)ftp« 'Hi© procedure for Case 2 is completed. The nece-
ssary and sufficient condition for realizability by this procedure is 
The proof for this condition will be given later. 
The graphical interpretation of this procedure is shown in Fig. l6, 
3^ 
In that figure, the zero shifting function has the same impedance level 
as z_ (s) at s=g & sui-t<3- has a zero at s=g u)QO' ^
e z e r o shifting funct-
11 T pd 
ion is composed of two component functions z (s) and zp(s). By remov-
t 
ing the zero shifting section, the remainder function z ( s ) has zeros 
at s=g m and s=3 m^nx "which completes the procedure. 
T -pd-
An alternate-method of determining d and d can "be applied to 
this case with a scheme similar to the one discussed in Case 1. 
Also, the uniqueness of choice of control frequencies is guaran-
teed since the other choices are not realizable. For example, if poles 
at s=0 and s=oo are chosen for Case 2, from (2-3*0 and- (2-35)> X_ ($ ):< 0 
is required to make both d and dp positive. But for Case 2, X ($ )> 0 
and the procedure with control frequencies at s=0 and s=oo is not 
realizable. 
Case 3; m^ < ^ < ^ 
The proposed problem in this case is to shift a zero at s=j ® _ 
pd 
to s=j yji and to retain the other zero location at s=j m the same. 
T pi 
ihus, two relationships in (2-23) and (2-2^) are changed to 
Z11(J V 5 " ° (2"66) 
Z11 ( J UJT) = 0 ( 2* 6 f ) 
t 
where z ( s ) is a remainder function. 
To choose proper control frequencies, each zero shifting technique in 
Art. 2.1 must be examined. A ^ype III section, which was defined by 
the partial removal of the residue in the pole at s=j m _., gives not 
Ctf-L 
only the shiftings of a zero at s=j & 0 toward the origin but also the 
pd 
35 
shifting of a zero at s==j m away from tbe origin. In order to retain 
pi 
the zero at s=j cy '/ another component function for a zero shifting must 
pi 
be used to compensate the displacement of the zero at s=j m which is 
pi 
occurred by removing a lype III section. Since the partial removal of 
residue in the pole at s==0 shifts all the zeros toward the origin, a 
%pe II section can be used to readjust the locations of new zeros. 
However, since removing lype I sections gives zero shiftings away from 
the origin, a pole at infinity may not be taken for a control frequency. 
for these reasons, poles at s=0 and s=j 00 are chosen for control 
frequencies. Ihen, component functions with chosen control frequencies 
are 




2 ^ 2 
s + m -> 
(2-69) 
Bgr a similar procedure as in Case 1 or Case 2, a matrix equation to 





Pl ^ 1 " "fcl 
1 00__ 
2 2 







from (2*70), d and d are determined uniquely and the procedure is 
completed. The condition to be realizable for this case can be found 
in Table 1. 
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ease k\ ou < ̂  < oo 
"Ehe same procedure given in Case 3 can he applied to Case k with 
the exception of choosing control frequencies. By similar reasoning 
to that of Case 1, poles at s==0 and s=oo can he chosen for control fre-
quencies. The realizahility condition for this case can he found in 
T&ble 1. 
Table 1 Control Frequencies and Conditions for 
Eealizability in a 2-Z Function 
Cases Control frequencies 
Conditions for 
realizahility 
Poles at s=0 0 < m < m__ 
W T SI s-oo H 
Poles at s=j OQ 
s==oo 
'̂  V < <\ < ̂ i 
Poles at s==0 
s=j ̂ i u>al < U)T < u)p2 
Poles at s=0 
s=oo (D 2. < o>T < oo 
As shown in Table 1, shifting any zero of a 2-z reactance 
function and leaving the other zero the same is always possible pro-
vided the frequency of the zero to be shifted is not the same as that 
of the pole of z _(s) itself. Shis can be achieved only through proper 
choice of control frequencies. Therefore, the success (or failure) of 
this procedure depends upon the proper choice of control frequencies. 
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froeedure for 3-z Functions 
For a 3-z function;, the impedance function z (s) has the form 
( C. £-. \ f £L iC \ I C. 2. \ 
s + u)B1)(s + m 62)(s + a,.,) 
zn(S) - K f 2 a Pg g.
S3 • (2-TD 
There are four poles that are available for control frequenciesj poles 
at s=0, S"J (JQ jp s=aj yj and s=oo. There are also six positions at 
Ct-l- Of'— 
which yj can lie on the positive real frequency axis; 0 < m < yr__ . 
T T pi 
"pi <VT< %1> mal
 < "V * V ' V *= <*>T < »a2' %2 < "V < ̂ 3
 a"d 
«P3 < «T <
 0O-
Beeau.se of the similarity between procedures for each situation,, 
only the case of ujrt0 < <u < m n will be discussed j the other cases can 
P^ T 01 f-
be found in Table 2, 
Now, consider the case of y) p < yj < y) , The proposed problem 
in this case is to shift a zero at s=j m „ to s«J yj and leave all the 
pc- T 
other zeros the same. Thus, after removing zero shifting sections, the 
remainder function z ( s ) must have zeros at s=j m , s*=j UJ and 
s=j (J0Qq̂  which can be expressed analytically as 
\lX° W&1' ~ w ' ~11W W T 
! t 
z..(ju)al)=0; 2..(J u) .) = 0-
 and 
zll(j ̂ 3) * ° 
(S-T2) 
Since three known conditions are available as in (2-72), at most three 
component functions (or control frequencies) must be taken for this 
procedure, otherwise they are not determined, There are altogether four 
38 
possible combinations of control frequencies to be encountered,; poles 
at s=0, s=g yj and s=g ®.p} poles at s=j <D , s=j ̂  and s=oo; poles 
ait s-Gj s=j u) and s=oo; poles at s=0, s=j m and s=oo. Each combi-
nation will be examined separately, 
(a) If poles at s=0, s==j yj and s-j u> p are chosen for control 
frequencies, a zero at s=j UJ will be shifted toward the origin and an 
additional control frequency is required to shift the zero back to 
original location. Ihis additional component function cannot be speci-
fied, since only three conditions are available. 
(b) If poles at s=g ̂  , s=j ^ and s=oo are chosen for control 
frequencies, a zero at s==j m will be shifted away from the origin and 
pi 
also an additional control frequency is required, whose component funct-
ion cannot be specified. 
(c) If poles at s=0, s=j yj and s=oo are chosen for control 
Oil-
frequencies, a zero at s»j <$ p tends to be shifted toward the origin 
rather than away from the origin. Thus, component functions with 
those control frequencies are often unrealizable. 
(d) If poles at sMDA s«j $ p and s^oo are taken for control fre-
quencies, the proposed zero shiftings can be achieved if the partial 
residues to be removed are properly selected. 
From the above four observations, poles at s=0, s=j ̂  and s=oo are 
chosen for control frequencies and their component functions are 
« (B) = A . .(2.73) 
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dpS 
z2(s) = 2 g - (2-7^) 
S + ^ 2 
and 
z3(s) =* d3 s (3-75) 
i 
ThaSf the remainder function z (s) is defined as 
t 
Z
U(s) = Zu(8) - Z Q(S) - Z2(s) - 2 (s) (2-76) 
From (2-72) and (2-76), three equations which must be satisfied are 
Z l l (*-V * Zo(J V " Z2(J V ) " 23Q V } * ° (2"TT) 
Z
U ( J ^ ) -
 Z
0 ( J U)T) -
Z
2 ( J I D T ) -
 z
3 ( j mT) = 0 (2-78) 
Z E ( J V " Zo(j "W " 32{J ^ " Z3(j ^ = ° ( 2™T 9 ) 
Substituting (2-73)^ (2-7*0 and (2-75) into (2-77), (2-78) and (2-79) 
gives 
d & w 
+J ̂ T"J 7~^/ -' a3 v ° 
W ^2 ^1 
do dp ® 
Zii(j ^ ) +J . _ „ j _ J _ _ j ̂  ^ s 0 (2_8o) 
i a, OJ, 0 • 3 WB3 +j _ . - J - 0 ^ Pj- - J d ^ = 0 
ffi0o <- <- 3 S 3 P3 <V - «„ 
ho 
Since 
z-]_-]_(j u) ') = 3 x-,(o) )> "the three simultaneous equations in 
(2-80) can "be expressed in a matrix form as 
(a) Original Function 
V ! < V i t f 
^—4—-̂ ~ x>-
T raZ ^3 
U) 
1 
— [S0(j(o)+ K2(jo))+ z'sCjai)] 
(ID) Zero Shifting Funetion ^ 
(Component Functions) 
(c) Remainder Function 
>•* cu 
>» 03 













<%2 " ^ 1 V 
^ (flT 
2 2 





0 L . O •- CJO, a2 wp3 
' a ^ o 
d, 
d, 





Let ^ , ^ i > ^ 2 a n d ^ o ^ e denoted as 




*tf> " «>pi 

























































ZV = d e t . 
X 
i__ y 
" UJon 2 2 
Pl <VV 
1 _ ^T 
" u) 2 2 T Vf"V 
./*. . % 3 . . . 
• (i) « 2 2 





Baen, d , &~ and cL- a r e determined "by Cramer 's r u l e , 
o 2 3 
d = — - £ -
O ;. ZS 
^ 3 
d = — - i 
(2-83) 
ffea drs in (2-83) define the component functions and the remainder 
t 
function z (s) can "be obtained as 
zu(s) =
 zn( s) ~ z0^
s^ ~ Z2^ " Z ^ (2-8^) 
wMeh has ze ros a t s=J m . s=j m . and s==j OJ,-,O« 
pi T p i 
3̂ 
Ah alternate method to evaluate d , dp and d is presented. By analogy 
"with Case 1 in the 2-z function, the remainder function z (s) is assumed 
to Toe , 2 2 w 2, 2w 2, 2 x 
z (s) , M gl T „ ^ 3 (2_Q5) 
s(s + V ) ( B + V ) 
By ( 2 - 8 4 ) , Z1 :L(s) was def ined a s 
Z l l ( s ) = Z i i ( s ) " Z o ( s ) ' Z 2 ( s ) " z 3 ( s ) ( 2 _ 8 6 ) 
S u b s t i t u t i o n of ^ ( s ) i n ( 2 - 7 1 ) , Z Q ( S ) i n ( 2 - 7 3 ) , z 2 ( s ) i n ( 2 - 7 4 ) , and 
z j s ) i n (2-75) i n t o (2-86) g ives 
3 
o 
, 2 2 w 2 2w 2 2 v , 2 , 2 w 2^ 2 w 2^ 2 N , 
(S + 03B1)(S + 03T)(B + q f c ) (S + ^ ( B + ^ g ) ( B + 03B3) d 
/ 2 2 w 2 2 v K / £ 2 w 2! 2 * 
s ( s + ^ ( B + u)^) s ( s + u)a l)(B + o)a2) s 
d s 
- d 0 s (2-87) 2^ 2 3 
S + U)c2 
2 2 2 2 
Mul t ip ly ing (2-87) % s ( s + & ) ( s + w 2 ) y i e l d s 
* B 2 + a i^Hs2* ^>(« 2 * t | 3 ) = K(S
2+ ^ X i 2 * a | 2 ) ( s
2
+ o |3) 
- ys2+ wtiKsZ+ \2> - d2s2(s2+ v 5 




8 * CO22) (2-88) 
In equation (2-88), all the parameters except M, d , d and d are 
known. To solve for the unknown parameters in (2-88) step-Tay-step, 
kk 
2 2 
l e t s -* - yj } then 
2 2 w 2 2 /• c c w c £  • <=: ^ x T, / 2 2 w 2 2 w 2 2 v 
M l V " " W K " ^lKa)33~ V } = K U 3l^l ) ( u J 32'V ) ( u J 33"^l ) 
or 
M = K 
( 2 2: v 
, 2 2 \ (2-89) 
Let s^UoO i n ( 2 - 8 8 ) , then 
2 2 2 2 2 2 ? 2 




v 2 2 2 _, 2 2 3 
K % l % 2 «B3 "





Let s •-» - w i n ( 2 - 8 8 ) , then 
o 2 2 2 2 2 P P P P P P 
M < V " " « S ) ( * T " * a 2 ) S 3 " V ) = K U p i " V ) ( u l p 2 " »«2)(,Bp3" •<s«2) 
2 2 2 
- V ^ a e ^ ^ l - •M«2) 
or 
d~ = 
, 2 2 
Hi" v 
)(cu f io- w p ) LM (u) - a) ) - K ( u ) n 0 - UJ. '03 w<*2' 
2 , 2 2 v 
^ v v5 
'g2 W Q£ >) (2-91) 
2 2 
Again., l e t s "-* - ^ i n (2-88)., then 
0 - K ( W g l - tajlwy,- m
2
T)UK- <»J) - a , ( u ^ - • < # ( « £ , • «?) 
2 \ , 2 2 W 2 2w 2 
- d P ( - ^ )(u) -,- < 0 " d_(- w )(u) .,- d ) i ) ( « U o " - 0 T Q f l T Oil UQf2 
ij-5 
or 
A f 2 2s, 2 2s , 2 / 2 2X „ , 2 2w 2 2 y 2 2N 
d o
C V " T ^ V " V ' d 2 ( t tTUgl" , u )T )"K ( u )Bl"u )TK u )B2'" a )T ) UB3"U )T ) 
3 2/ 2 2w 2 2\ 
V^r v(cv~ v 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ^ C."*yC— / 





, 2 2 , 
r
 (U)B2" V ] 
2 2 
( » T - « a l ) 
2 2 , 2 2 > 
V "B3(,8T" V ' 
2 / 2 2 \ 
» « 2 ( V tt,al) 
(2-93) 
(2-9*0 
, 2 2 w 2 2 w 2 2 , 
d2 = K P
1 f / 3 g
 g g <?2 T (2-95) 
» « 2 ( V U)al) 
( 2 2 \ 
U) " 0)Q O i 
d. = K ~ 4 - _ £ £ ~ (2-96) 
J , d. d. s 
UT - wal) 
"which determine the network elements in Fig. 19. 
A necessary condition for realizability by this procedure is 
%2 < \ < %2 (2_9T) 
The justification of statement in (2-97) follows: 
k6 
By contradition, if any of the inequalities in (2-97) is not satis-
fied, from (2-95) and (2-96), 
d < 0 and d < 0. (2-98) 
Since only passive elements are allowed in this process, component 
functions with negative d and d are not realizable. Therefore, in 
order for this procedure to be realizable, the condition in (2-97) must 
be satisfied. 
A graphical interpretation of this process is shown in Fig. 18. 
In that figure, the zero shifting function, which is composed of three 
component functions, has zeros at s=j <*> and s=j m and also has the 
01 p3 
saine impedance level at s=j* .w as the original function z _ (s). By 
removing the zero shifting section from z (s), the remainder function 
t 
•2L-,(s) has zeros a t s=j m , s=j ^ and s=j CD ~, which completes t h e 
XX pi. T p j 
procedure • 
Fig. 2.17 shows the network structure for the proposed object-
ive, In that figure, each network elements can be determined by 
C = 1 / d , 
o ' o7 
I / 2 
C 2 = 1 / d2, L^ = d2 / w , 
L3 - d3 (2-99) 
where, d , d and d are taken from (2-83). 
For the sake of brevity, the relationships between the value of 
<£ and the control frequencies in the 3-z function are summarized in 
Table 2. 
Table 2 Relationships between "Values of ® and 
Control Frequencies for a S-*2 Function 
Cases "Values of cu; Control Frequencies 
o < «.T < Mpl 
U)rtT < (JO < (J) , 
wf31 W T wal 
V < "V < V 
(JOoo < (JO < (JJ n 
w $ 2 W T a?2 
< V <»T< "03 
OOoo < CD < OO 
WP3 T 











a t s=0 
s - j UJ 
s=oo 
a t s=0 
S - j yj 
< 
s=oo 
a t s=0 










In Table 2t it is notable that the value of yj is also the 
necessary condition for realizability with the chosen control fre-
quencies. The choice of control frequencies is unique since the pro-
cedure 'with other control frequencies is not realizable. From Table 2, 
the following observations can be made: 
kS i 
(a) When the value of <$ is larger than that of the zero to be 
T 
shifted, all the poles except a lower adjacent pole are chosen for con-
trol frequencies. 
(b) When the value of ® is smaller than that of the zero to be 
T 
shifted, all the poles except a higher adjacent pole are chosen for con-
trol frequencies, Hae definitions of a lower and Mgher adjacent pole 
can be found in Rule 1 or Rule 2 of Art. 2.1. 
Procedure for n-z Functions 
For a n-z function, the impedance function z ( s ) has the form 
2 2 2 2 ?* P 
(s + %]KS + <%2) ..(s + OJ_ ) 
Zll(a) - E 2f i £ a p — 1 2 - (2-100) 
8\S + U) J S +-rt) _) (S + m n) 
v WQT1'N w#2 x won-*l' 
z^fs) in (2-100) has n zeros and n+1 poles including the extreme fre-
quencies (s==0 and s^oo). From the previous discussion for 2-z or 3-z 
functions, it is well to emphasize that the number of control frequen-
cies for zero shifting sections is equal to the total number of zeros, 
that is, one less than the total number of poles. Thus, for a n-z 
function, n control frequencies are needed for the proposed zero 
shiftings. Since there are n+1 poles in a n-z function, one of those 
poles may not be chosen for a control frequency. On the basis of the 
observations made for a 3-z function case, the rules for choosing 
control frequencies will be generalized for a n-z case: 
(a) For — > 1, choose all the poles except a pole at 
<v 
s ~ j w •> T £o
r control frequencies. (2-.101) 
(b) For — < 1, choose all the poles except a pole at 
^ 1 
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@«j u) . for control frequencies. (2*102) 
QfX 
UJ indicates the frequency -value of a zero to be shifted to s=j m . 
Ihis set of rules can be applied to the poles at the extreme frequencies 
as well. Rules in (2-101) and (2-102) are restatements of the obser-
vations given for 3-z function case and become obvious with reference to 
the Rules in Art. 2.1. The component functions with proper control fre-
quencies chosen according to two rules in (2-lGl) and (2-102) belong to 
three categories and will be assumed to be 
d 
zo(s) = — ° - (2-103) 
s 
d. s 
Z ±(B) = _ _ - i _ - 1 = 1,2,3....... (2-104) 
S + UJ 4 
Qfl 
zn(s) - d n s (2-105) 
'lype I section z (s) in (2-105) always appears in component functions 
if the value of ® is larger than m or is smaller than m .,. If the 
T |3n gn^l 
•value of (jj is such that m < ® < ^ , then a ̂ p e II section or 
z
0 (
s ) may not be taken for a component function. Once component fun-
ctions are chosen, the next step is to form a matrix equation to deter-
mine d , d and d in the component functions. Consider now a matrix 
equation as 
A. D = B (2-106) 
In equation (2-106), A, D^ and B are assumed to be nx(n + l), (n + l)xl 
50 
Mid nx: 1 matrices and will be denoted as 
A. = 
l10 ail 112' In 
"20 a 21 
a22 a2n 
a ;_ a a «« 
^ nO nl n2 nn 
(2-107) 
/ 
D ...(2-108) B = 
^n 
(2-109) 
The subscript a. of matrix A in (2-107) is defined as follows: the 
upper subscript i indicates the desired new zero, and the lower sub-
script j indicates the jth component function. If the kth pole is not 
chosen for a control frequency, then the column vector a of h, which 
has the lower subscript of k, must be deleted. After deleting one 
column vector. A becomes nxn matrix. A element a.. of matrix A is 
ij -
defined as 
aio = - CD 
CD 
0) = (ft 
n 
* * • * 
•ij 2 
CD .- CD 
(JD = CD, 
'pi 
a. = CD 





In case shifting a zero at s=jm . to S=UJ is required, the row vector 
|3i T 7 









00 . - W 
OQ 
U) = 0) 
yj = oo 
a. = a) 




fte column vector D is composed of n + 1 elements, one of which must be 
deleted* If the kth pole is not chosen for a component function, the 
Jrth row of D must be deleted. 
The column vector B is composed of all zero elements except for 
one element of the value of X (oo..). In case shifting a zero at s=j u) 
-L T pi 
to s=j oo, is desired, then b. is defined as X (a) ), and all the other 
t l i j 
elements are identically zero. 
For an illustration, assume that shifting only one zero at 
s-j u)QO to s=J oo is desired, and the value of to satisfies P£- t T 
0Lo < U) < © _. Then, according to the rule for choosing control fre-
pd. T Uc. ^> 
quencies depicted in (2-101), a pole at s=j oo may not be chosen for 
ff-L 
a control frequency. All the other poles in this ease are taken for 
control frequencies. The matrix form to determine component functions is 
A B = B , 
where k, M and B are defined as 
U), 










00 , , - O5on 









00 0 - 00 
Q?2 T 
2 2 














2 : 2 
c*2 (3n 
| a oo, 
2 2 























where, <£*. is the determinant of matrix A and Z^. is the subdeterminant 
of A. Each d obtained from (2-119) defines a component function and 
t 
the remainder function z (s) becomes 
t 
zi;L(s} = ZI;L(S) - Z Q(S) - z1(s) - z3(s) - zjs) (2-120) 
Ito; the 221(s) in (2-120) has the desired zeros, and the procedure is 
complete. 
This procedure can be justified by induction. The choice of 
control frequencies in this process is unique, since other choices give 
unrealizable networks. The steps for this procedure are summarized as 
(a) Select appropriate control frequencies from poles of the 
original function by the rules given in (2-101) and (2-102). The 
number of control frequencies is n for a n-z function which has n + 1 
poles. Thus, one of the poles is not taken for a control frequency. 
f (b) Formulate a matrix equation in (2-106) and specify each 
53 
element by considering component functions with proper control fre-
quencies chosen in ( a ) . One of the column vectors in A, whose lower 
subscript is the same as the pole that is not chosen for a control 
frequency, must be deleted. Also, one of the column vectors D must be 
deleted. Then, identify each element of B by assigning zero to all 
elements except the one element of X_ (® ) which appears in the row that 
m enter s. 
f 
(c) Evaluate each element of D by Cramer * s rule from the matrix 
equation formulated; in (b). Bealize each component function with Imown 
residue d, and connect the component sections in series. 
(d.) Obtain the remainder function z (s) as in (2-120). This 
z.. (s) has the proposed zeros. 
A predicted network structure for the n-2 function with the pro-
posed zero shifting is shown in Fig. 13. 
2.3 Proofs of the Conditions for Realizability by Simultaneous Zero 
Shifting ~~ ~ ~~~~" ~~~ ~~ ! ~ ~~" 
Techniques in a 2-z Function 
The first proof will be given for the condition in (2-38)* 
•Hie necessity of the condition, given in (2-38), can be proven by 
contradiction as follows: assume that the procedure for Case 1 in 2-z 
function is realizable if the condition 
0 < U)T < u>pl (2-121 ) 
is violated, 
From (2-47) and (2-48), d and d become 
54 
2 , 2 2. 
d = K P g " ^
 T (2-122) 
u ^ - («;) 
d2 = K P g (2-123) 
^ Q f l " ^ ' 
Since u) "was ass-umed to be-positive, only the situation of OD > IDQ-I is 
considered * 
For u) < a) < uj , d < 0 and dg < 0 (2-124) 
For u) >u>-,, d > 0 and d_ > 0 (2-125) 
T oG- o 2 
Bat., since only passive elements are allowed in this procedure, (2-124) 
gives unrealizable'-networks* 
On the removal of component functions, the remainder function 
i 
z (s) becomes 
Zi:L(s) = Zlx(s) - Z Q ( S ) - 22(s) 
2 2 w 2 2 N 2 / 2 2x , 2 2 , (B + V(; + V K ̂ Si" V KH^V 
" ' ~ 2 2- ' 
i> n "HAT. 
al T 
= K—, r a. K -K /a " g. -*rt-2? 
,2 2 , , 2 ± 2.w 2^ 2 ., 
K ^ _ | i _ _ ^ _ ^ L (2.126) 
(%1- 0)T) B(s + U; a l) 
From (2-126), for oo > y> x , 
\M 1 " U)o-i ) 
M = K —|p-—|p- < 0 (2-127) 
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Then, z is not positive real and becomes unrealizable. 
Therefore, if the condition 0 < co < u» is violated, the procedure for 
Case 1 in 2-z function becomes unrealizable, which contradicts the 
assumption. 
The sufficiency proof may be established by induction. 
For a 2-z function, z (s) has the form 
/ .2,. S w 2-, 2 x 
«n(,)-K —f^r^L (2_128) 
S S +(1) . 
v aV 
where, 0 < cu_- < m _ < u>rt~ pi Q?1 p2 
2 2 W 2 2 ((tip,-- <B'.) ((Sop- 0)',) 
Since X ^ ) = - K " g
T | d T , d Q and d g in (2-3*0 and (2-35) 
become 
m (cu T - to ) 
2 , 2 2v 
u) 2{m — to) 
do-K"f%1M" (2"129) 
( U) n - W ) 
v al T 
/ 2 2x 
d2 = K " 1 L (2-130> 
(V" V which are the same as in (2-47) and (2-48). 
ffrom the two requirements for the successful synthesis by this proced-
ure depicted in (2-21), 
For d > 0, from (2-129), 
d > 0 and 4k > 0 o 2 
\ < »pl (2-131) 
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Also for d > 0, from (2 -130) , 
CJD < u)on (2-132) 
T g l \ ~> / 
To make the remainder function positive real, 
v rv l R-1 ' 
M = K ~ - | | ~ > 0 (2-133) 
(0) , - 0 3 ) 
v
 OLL T 
From (2 -133 ) , 
03 < 03 .. (2-134) 
from ( 2 - 1 3 1 ) , (2-132) and (2 -134) , t h e i n e q u a l i t y becomes 
0 < 03T < 03pl (2-135) 
which is the sufficient condition to be realizable by this method for 
Case l« 
The second proof will be given for the condition in (2-65). 
She necessity of the condition given in (2-65) also will be proven by 
contradiction as follows: assume that the procedure for Case 2 in 2-z 
function is realizable if any inequality of the condition 
"PI < *T K V ( Z ' m 
is violated. 
5y performing the procedure for Case 2 as in Art. 2.2, d and dp are 
obtained from (2-6(3) and (2-6l) as 
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, 2 2 w 2 2 , 
d l , ^ _ 1 _ ^ _ ^ 1 „ ^ ( , ( 2 , 1 3 7 ) 
I n - 0) ) 
•i j32 T 
, 2 2x 
(a? - u> ) 
d 2 = _ 7 ^ T ^ ( ) ( 2 _ 1 3 8 ) 
^V ^ 
/ 2 2 w 2 2v 
(UJ Q , - ca ) ( u i Q O - u> ) 
But since ^(to ) = - K -—P1 g
T | 2 T - , d and d2 in (2-137) and 
(2-138) become 
U) (UD -,-0) ) 
T -Ctrl T 
,2 2 w .2 2 , 




d2 = K (1 - ~§i- ) (2̂ 11*0) 
00 
T 
How, consider two eases that violate the condition in (2-136): one 
that violateB the lower inequality, and the other that violates the 
upper inequality. If the lower inequality in (2-136) is violated, 
that is, u) < %.> d and d in (2-139} and (2-l4o) have negative 
values. The component functions in the zero shifting section "become 
unrealizable. 
On the removal of zero shifting section, the remainder function 
has a form 
Zll(S) s Zll(S) " \ ( S ) " z 2(
s) (2-141) 
After expanding z (s) into the form in (2-7) and extracting residues 
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of component functions from the ones of z (s), equation (2-141) 
"becomes 
t k ( k - d )s 
Z I I ( , S ) * - ~ 2 - + — | | _ + ( ^ a 2 ) s (2-142) 
S + "(11 
t 
Bach residue of z _ ( s ) in (2-142) must "be pos i t i ve . This requirement 
t 
comes from the fact that z (s) he positive real as was stated in 
(2-2l). £o find the residue k. of z--(s) at the pole of s=j o> (ll)> 
2. 2 
( s + 0) ., \ ( _ _ % zi:L(s)j 
2 2 s~* - u) , al 
/ 2 2 \ / 2 2 \ 
K — £ £ • — 3 | -&—ii— (2-143) 
(1) , 
Ol 
Also the residue k^ of z_ (s) a t the pole of s=oo "becomes 
k2 = Ifcn. ((-f) i^aj) 
S'-» 0 0 
- K (2-ltt) 
if now the upper limit of condition in (2-I36) Is violated, that is, 
®.r> w~, .d- in (2-139) "becomes 
2 2 
d1 •- « (a|2-. / 1)(1 - -§i) > K (tt)^- -aj^Xl - -§i) - K ^ (2-145) 
T al 
0 0 
since û ., O^T for m > UJ .« 
muwntwmiiiniw tf" LMinwiwiiiiiiMii 
2 ^ 2 
0) 0) n 
T ffl 
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ffihe inequality in (2-145) violates the requirement for positive realness 
i i 
off z_ (s) and z (s) cannot be realizable. 
For both cases of the upper or the lower inequality of the con-
dition in (2-136) being violated, this procedure for Case 2 of the 2-z 
function becomes unrealizable, -which contradicts the assumption. There-
fore, the necessity of the condition in (2-I36) is proven. 
The sufficiency proof will be established by induction. 
ilgain, two requirements for the successful synthesis by this method are 
d^, dg, kx and k£ obtained from (2-139), (2-140), (2-143) and 42-144) 
must satisfy the following inequalities* 
d > 0 , d^ > 0 
1 ' 2 
t 
dx < kx , dg < k 2 (2-145) 
from (2-139) and (2-140), It can be easily seen that d and d are 
positive if and only if 
U) > (0._ (2-146) 
T 31 v ' 
Comparing d in (2-139) and k in (2-143) and utilizing the second re-
t 
quirement in (2-145) yields 
dl < kl 
C<|2- <4)(v o)̂ ) ( v - ^ ^ i - V
5 
E _ - _ < K (2-147) 
tt>~ 03% 
T tfl • • 
2 2 
Since K ((JL2- yj ) > 0, equation (2-147) becomes 
6o 
2 2 
(0 -, CD 
! - -|i_ < • ! . Y 
T Qfl 
which r e q u i r e s 
u) < cu , (2-148) 
T Qfl \ / 
from (2-146) and (2-148), two inequalities can he combined to give 
U)Q_ < u) < u) (2-14Q) 
pi T Qfl \ s/ 
t 
which makes all the residues satisfy the requirements in (2-145). Thus, 
the inequality in (2-149) is the sufficient condition for this process. 
2,4: Burnerical Examples 
For the first example,, consider the problem of shifting a zero 
at s-j 1 to s=g 2 and leaving the other the same in the 2-z impedance 
function 
/ x (s2+ l)(s2+ 6) fr> nr_ . 
z ( s ) = ^ — p/N -̂ (2-150) 
s(s + 5) 
In accordance with the procedure given in Art. 2.2, each of the para-
meters can he identified as 
K = V ^ = 1. -*^= 5, ajp2- 6 and .«? •» 4 (2-151) 
fhe component functions in the zero shifting section are chosen as 
d s 
2 (s) = p (2-152) 
x s + 5 
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B®& 
z2(s) = d, (2-153) 
FBm matrix form in (2-58) becomes 
X 
\ 
5 - 2 2 







l^ainating d and d by Cramerrs rule gives 
^ 1 3 





Krom d and d^ in (2-155) "tile component functions are defined to be 
J. d 
z i ( s ) = ^ " ^ (2-156^ 
s"+ 5 
z 2 ( s ) = 3/if s (2-157) 
ffiia remainder function z*-(s) y ie lds 
t 
z i : L (s ) «
 z




s (s 2 + 5) 
(2-158) 
Ihe z (s) in (2-158) has zeros at s=j 2 and s==j J6 that are desired^ 
11 
li > : , u i , , i i a , i ) , « : ^ * £. i. ;;a , a I 
62 
and the resultant network for this example is shown in Fig. 20, 
a-





(henry s, farads) 
fig. 20 Healized Network for Example 1 
For the second example, consider the problem of shifting a zero 






s (s2+ 2)(s2+ 5) 
(2-159) 
By the rules for choosing control frequencies in (2-101), the pdles at 






The matrix form in (2-8l) can "be used to determine the values of d , 
% o 
d2 and d in (2-l6o), (2-l6l) and (2-l62). 








z^(s) = d s 
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X 
5 - -1 
2 
5 - 4. 
6 
5 - 6 
N, 
1 fa 1 
O f 0N 








Evaluating the determinant and suMeterminants of (2-163) gives 
ZS = - 25J6 / 8 . = - . 1 5 ^ 6 " / 8 
Zs>Q = - 5/6"/ 4 ^ . = - 25 VS"/ 16 , 
and d • d~ and d0 become cr 2 3 
Z ^ 






fBie residues d } d and d in (2-l64), in turn, determine the compon-
ent functions as 
z (s) 
o 
- - 3 Z 1 (2-165) 
Us) - ^ 2 
s + 5 
(2-166) 
z (B) = 1/2 s (2-167) 
6h 
The remainder function z (s) in this case will have the form 
11 
z n ( s ) = z n (
s ) ' Z Q (
S ) " Z 2 ^ " Z 3 ^ 
= 1/2 (*2+ l ) ( s 2 + W(BZ+ 6) 
s ( s 2 + 2 ) ( s 2 + 5) 
(2-168) 
•which has ze ros a t s = j l , s=j2 and S=QS/6 . 
The component functions obtained by this procedure can be realized as 
in Fig. 21. 
2" (s) 






Fig. 21 Realized Network for Example 2 
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CHAPTER III 
A METHOD FOR SHIFTING i ZEROS OF A REACTANCE FUNCTION 
TO DESIRED LOCATIONS AID LEAVING THE OTHERS THE SAME 
The problem that will be considered is to find a method to 
shift i zeros to proper locations and leave the others the same in 
a reactance function. Because of the complexity, a method to shift 
two zeros to the desired locations (s=j(y .) in a 2-z function will be 
v v TI 
considered in the beginning* Generalization of this method in a n-z 
function will be investigated, but this requires repetitive use of the 
procedures outlined in Chapter II. 
3.1 Procedure for 2-z Functions 




- — to 
/ 
./ oo 
-fr- X A <tf 
U) , (A) _ U) „ 
T1 al T2 
Fig. 22 Original and New Zero-Pole Distributions 
In Fig. 22* the zero at ssju)-.- and/or the one at s=j(wnrt is shifted to <=> 7 v g-j_ / f5'2 
s^J© and/or s=gu) : , respectively. It is assumed that frequency values 
of new zeros satisfy the following inequalities: 
V < \i < V 
V K V < V (>1) 
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Thyere are three possible choices of control frequencies in this case; 
poles at s=0, s==jw or poles at s=J;ar ; s-oo or poles at s=0, s=ju) , 
ssoo. Two control frequencies are to be chosen. However, the limi-
tations on m . become more strict than in the single zero shift case. 
TI 
On the other hand, the choice of three eontrol frequencies eliminates 
the limitations on the value of u> ,, but repetitive use of the single 
zero shifting (discussed in Chapter II) is required. 
First, consider the case of choosing poles at s=juj and s=oo 
for control frequencies. Then, the component functions will have the 
forms 
a, s 
z (s) = g
 X
 2 (3-2) 
S ' + UJ 
al 
z2(s) = d2 s (3-3) 
Removal of the component function z (s) in (3-2) shifts the zero at 
s=j(0 away from t h e o r i g i n and t h e zero a t s=jcu toward t h e o r i g i n . 
p i p<-
This aids the desired shift of zeros. The component function z (s) 
in (3~3)> however, produces a Type I section, which shifts all the 
z eros away from the origin. Thus, removal of z0(s) in (3-3) aids 2y 
the shifting of the zero at a=Ju)a1 to s-ju) but prevents the shift 
of the zero at B—^m to s=gut) ~« If the residue dp in z (s) is small, 
then the proposed zero shifting may be achieved by these control fre-
quencies.. By analogy with the procedure given in Chapter II, the 
remainder function z (s), after removing zero shifting sections, 
must satisfy the following relations. 
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"ll^Tl) " ° 
Zll(dBT2) = ° (3-»0 
Hie conditions in (3-4) are imposed because the z (s) must have zeros 
at s=gtu and s=jcu -.. But, since the remainder function can be obtained 
by extracting component functions from the original function z (s), 
e<pations in (3-4) becomes 
Z l l ^ " Z l ^ " Z2^ = 0 (3-5) 
s=gu) Tl 
Z




(a) Original Function >- co 
-r- [^(jo))* z2(ja))] 
(b) Zero Shifting Function 
(Component Functi ons) 
(c) Remainder Function 
>~ a) 
>-U) 







Fig. 2% Network Arrangement for a 2-z Function 
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Substituting control frequencies in (3-2) and (3-3) into (3-5) and 
(3-6) yields 
j d l "Vi 
"û V* - ~JTJ~ "J* ^ = ° 
Qfl T ! 
(3-T) 
zvS3\z> 
J d l " T 2 
2 2 
a l T2 
" J V T 2 * ° (3-8) 
Since z (jco) = j X (uo), equations (3-T) and (3-8) can be put into the 




GO -. - oo 
ad T ! 
uo T l 
(JO 
T 2 u> 
2 2 





X 2 ( » T 2 ) 
s 
(3-9) 
Evalua t ing d and d„ i n (3-9) ^7 Cramer 's r u l e g ives 
d i = 
, 2 2 w 2 2 \ 
( • - , « T 1 X « > T 2 - .» ) 
0) •lmT2 (u)T2- V 5 
[ v V^- vV^O (3-10) 
X (oo 0)
:(ui" 0 - UJ , ) X (ci) _ )(ui' - u/\.) 
-: __ 1 T 2 / v T2 <yl/ l v T ! <XL T ! 
2 " , 2 2 v , 2 2 V { < 2 " WT1} uo (cu « - uo ) T l • T 2 T l ; 
(3-11) 
Bie remainder func t ion i s def ined by known component func t ions as 
i 
2 1 ; L ( s ) « Z : ] L 1 ( S ) - Z x ( s ) - Z g ( s ) (3-12) 
"which has proper zieros a t s=guo _ and s^joo _. 
T 1 T 2 
TO 
In order for this procedure to be realizable, d and d in 
(3-10) and (3-ll) must be positive. The residue d in (3-10) is posi-
tive. since the values of go . are assumed to be constrained as shown 
Tl 
in (3-1) * But the equation (3-H) requires more constraints on thef?: 
values of go,, in order to make d„ positive, that is, 
y"W „ / V- <4 \ BT2 < 
^r(^ -, ) V UL0- U) n / 00 
2 2 
T2 T1 / Tl 
(3-13) 
Iherefore, necessary conditons by realizability by the procedure with 
control frequencies at s=j yj and s=oo for the proposed zero shifting 
as illustrated in Fig. 22 are 
(51 T 1 oil' 
0-1 T 2 |32 
X1(U,T2) / V "Vl \ ^2 
and " TiT < ° 2 • ( > l 4 ) 
Fig* 23 shows the behaviors of the original function, component 
function and remainder function. In that figure, the impedance levels 
of the zero shifting function at s=j(ju and s=ju> _ are made to be the 
Tl Td 
same as the ones of original function at s=ju) , and s=1u) ̂. By re-
T1 T2 J 
moving the zero shifting function which is composed of component 
functions, the impedance levels at s=ju) n and s==ju) ̂  become identically 
Tl T̂ -
zero. 
Secondly, three control frequencies are chosen to improve the 
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limitations: for real!zaMlity. If all of the poles of z (s) are chosen 
for control frequencies, the component functions are defined as 
*0(B) = 4






 2 • (3-16) 
oil 
z2(s) = d2 s (3-17) 
Since only two taiown conditions are available as in (3-^), there is no 
•way to speeify all three component functions simultaneously. But, the 
repetitive use of the procedure for shifting one zero to a desired 
location and leaving the others the same can determine the residues of 
all three component functions. This involves two steps: 
(a) Consider the problem of shifting a zero at s=gu) to 
pi 
s=j(i): . and leaving the other the same. Perform the procedure dis-
cussed in Chapter II. The remainder function in this step will have 
zeros at s=du> and s-jm^. 
T1 |32 
(b) Apply again the procedure to shift the zero at s=jcu to 
{32 
s=g<ju 0 and leave the other zero the same. This step gives the re-
mainder function which has zeros at s=jco and s=gu> and the proposed 
zero shifting is achieved. 
The first step involves the same procedure as one for Case 2 in 
Chapter II. However, the second step involves the same procedure as 
one for Case 3 in Chapter II and also requires a knowledge of the re-
mainder function resulting from the first step* Each step requires 
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two component functions. Decomposition of z (s) in (3-16) into two 
parts yields 
^(s) = z (B) + * (s) 
d., s cL , s 
la , .lb 
2 2 2 2 
S + (JO S + •(!) -
cvl oa 
(3-18) 
The first step ia to find the values of d and dp in (3-18) and (3-17) 
for the sake of "brevity, the matrix equation in (2-58) will be given 
without discussion. The detailed explanation was given in Chapter II. 
For OL,-,< m n< m , ,- the matrix equation becomes p i f l 'oil' • .1 • • 
2 r 2 
u> , - u> ' 
Qfl; T ! 
2 2 











Bae next step is to find d and d in (3-15) and (3-18). 
t 
mainder function z_ (s) be defined as 
Let the re-
zll<s) = zll ( s ) " zla ( s ) " z 2 (
s ) 
I I 
and z-^juj) = 3 \ M (3-20) 
Illy the similar procedure as the first step, the matrix equation to de-





















She matrix equations (3-19) and (3-21) determine d . dn . d^ and d^ 
Q la' lb 2 
"which in turn specify the component functions. After finding the 
values of d and d _, they are combined to be realized by one compon-
ent network. 
d- = d., + dnl_ 1 la lb (3-22) 
For the procedure with three control frequencies,, there is no 
additional limitation on the value of u> other than (3-1). Since this 
T 
procedure is simply a repetitive use of the one in Chapter II, each step 
has no limitation on the values of m other than the assumptions of its 
own and therefore/ this whole procedure will have no limitations, 
ftoae, the method to shift two zeros to proper locations for 2-z function 
is always possible with three control frequencies provided that the 
proper locations are not the same as the poles of itself, 
The network structure for this procedure is shown in Fig. 25. 
Fig. 25 Network Arrangement for a 2-z Function Realized 
by the Procedure with Brree Control Frequencies 
lh 
The procedure with control frequencies at s-0 and s=ja) can be 
fouhd in Table 3> it requires more strict realizability constraints on 
the values of uo . than the one in (3-1^-)* "Kie procedure with control 
TI 
frequencies at s=Q and s=oo becomes unrealizable, since it requires 
negative residues of component functions, 
Table 3 Relationships Between Control Frequencies and 
Conditions for Realizability in a 2~z Function 
Control Frequencies Conditions for Realizability 
Poles a t s-0 
s=oo 
Unrea l i zab l e 
Po les a t s=0 
s=jao Ofl 
UL,- .< U) - . < (JO , , (JO - . < (JO ry< U> -
{31 T 1 oil' Oil T 2 32 
(jo 0 - m ' T 2 a l V»T2> ^ 
V^Tl* "til' \ l 
Poles a t s-jtt) 
a l 
U) n - .< (JO . . < (JO -. , (JO - . < (JO Q < U ) Q O > 
p i T 1 a l 7 ' a l T 2 p2 ' 
s^oo Xn (co 0 ) / u o % - (JO . \ 00 0 I s T 2 ' / arl T 1 \ T2 
X_ ( U) _ ) \(JJ n " OJ^, / (JO , 
l x T 1 % T2 Q/I / T 1 
Poles a t s-0 
s-jao b l 
s-00 
U3 < U) < (JO . 
g l T 1 Ofl' 
^ V=' V 
3« 2 Procedure for n-«z Functions 
The problem that is considered here is to shift i zeros to desired 
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locations and leave the others the same. To avoid the limitations on 
the values of cu , for realizability, the procedure given in Chapter II 
is made use of repeatedly for 1 times* In general, all the pole fre-
quencies are chosen for control frequencies and thus n + l component 
functions are needed for the procedure in a n-z function. Then, i 
matrix equations are 
• * i ! i = % 
Ag D2 = Bg 
« * • • » (3-23) 
k. D. = B. 
1 i i 
In each step, the remainder function must "be obtained in order to 
initiate the next step. Each d. determined from (3-23) is a partial 
J 
or whole residue of a component function. If d. is a part of the 
J 
residue, then all the d.'s are combined to get a whole residue of 
each component function. The remainder function in the ith step 
becomes 
z (s) = z _(s) - (sum of component functions) (3-24) 
which has the proposed zero-poie configuration along the positive 
frequency axis. The procedure for an n-z function can be summarized 
as following: 
(a) Choose any zero at s=ju> to be shifted to s=ju) , and per-
PJ TJ 
form the procedure to shift the zero at ssjo) to s=Ju) . and. leave the 
PJ TJ 
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others the same as in Chapter II. Formulate a matrix equation to de-
termine component functions z , z , z ,,..., and solve for each 
oa la cLQi 
residue of the component function. Define a remainder function by the 
equation as in (3-2^). 
(b) Choose the next zero at s^^av *° ̂ e shifted to s=;ja) . 
Proceed -with the same procedure as in step (a). 
(c) Repeat step (b) until all the zeros are shifted to the 
proper locations* : 
In general 'this procedure is tedious but realizability is 
guaranteed since each step is always realizable provided that the 
value of u) . is not the same as that of a pole in the n-z- function. 
TI *-
3.3 Numerical Examples 
Consider the problem of shifting a zero at s==Jl to s=»j2 and the 
other zero at s=j JlO to s~J3 in a 2-z function 
v " • (s2;f;'+10) (3-25) 
s (s + 5) 
two methods given in liable 3 are available for the proposed zero 
Shifting. ; 
First, the procedure with control frequencies at s=^J^ and 
s=oo is discussed. All the parameters, in this case, are identified 
as 
%l = 1 > %2 = ̂ ° ' ^~&>. 
» i •- 2, » 2 = 3 (3-26) 
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To see if the conditions in Table 3 are fulfilled, 
x iKi> = 9 
X 2 (UJ T 2 ) = - 2/3 
and - V^/Vv*s 2/2T (3~2T) 
but / or - a) \ ga 
o?l T ! \ T2 3 
T«i OfX/ T l 
1+ 
(3-28) 
Comparing (3-27) with (3-28) gives 
X-,(tt) 0 ) / 05•'.- - ® - \ CD 0 
1 T2' ^ / e& T1 \ T2 
X
1(\1) \ \2~ %XJ »Tl 
(3-29) 
which satisfies the condition for realizabillty with control frequencies 
at s=J 5 and 00 in; Table 3. 
The component functions with control frequencies at s=j ,/5 and 
ssoo are 
d s 
• a. (s) = - _ _ (3_30) 
s + 5 
z 2 ( s ) . ' • * d^ s.-;••'] ( 3 - 3 1 ) 
The matrix equation in (3-9) can be utilized to find the values of d 
and dp in (3-30) a^d (3-31). Substituting each parameter values in 
(3-26) into (3-9) yields 
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/ 
5 « h 
,- 3 
5 - 9 
/• 'S • N 
/ 
. d 2 , 
Evaluating (3-32) for d and & gives 
dx = 3ty9 
and 
d2 = 13/l* 
2 
k 3 
s '+ 5 




which define the component function in (3-30) and (3-3l) as 
Z (B) » ̂ ^ (3-35) 
(3-36) 
The remainder function Z (s) becomes 
1 
ZI:L(S> = ZI:L(S) - -^(s)' -
 z
2(» 
5 (s2+ 4}:(s£+--9) 
18 s (sd+ 5) 
(3-37) 
which has the proposed zeros. 
The network structure realized "by the procedure with control frequen-
cies at s=j,/5 and s=oo is shown in Fig. 26(a). 
Secondly, hy the procedure with three control frequencies, the 
T 9 
component functions are 
and 
z (s) o 
s 
z
x ( s ) 
d„ s 
1 
s 2 + 5 
z




Decomposition of a, (s) yields 




s2 + 5 s2 + 5 
(3-^1) 
To determine the values of d f d- , d and dp, two matrix equations 
are required. 
(Step l) Consider the problem of shifting a zero at s=jl to 
g*t«J2 anxi leaving the other zero unchanged. The same-matrix equation as 
in (3*19) can be applied in this case. Substituting all the parameter 
values into (3-19) gives 
s 
I 5 - ̂  
\ 5 - 10 
a < s 




2 s 0 ' 
•which leads t o the; solut ions for dn_ and dp as 
0-^2) 
dla " 1 5 A (3-^3) 
So 
and <*o = 3 A (3-W) 
tte remainder function 2-.„ (s) becomes 
zn( s) * zn(s) - ^ W ~ zo(s) 
1 ( a % 4)(s2+ 10) 
** s (s2+ 5) 
(3-^5) 
(Step 2) Consider now the problem of shifting a zero at s^jJlQ 
to s=j3 and retaining the other zero at s=j2. The same matrix equation 
as in (3-21) can be applied in this case. Evaluating each matrix 








5 - 9 J ht 
5 
Solving (3-46) for d and d , yields 




"Die remainder function for step 2 becomes 
11 
z-n (s) = !,i(s> " Z J S ) " zn,,(s) 
= 1 (»*+ W s 2 * 9) 
' * s(s2+ 5) 
(3-^9) 
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which completes the procedure. 
The parameters d in (3-^3) and cL- in (3-^8) are added and can be 
realized from one component network as 
d-> + dTK 
la lb 
- 19/5 (3-50) 
The residues d...... d_̂  and <± in (3-^7), (3-50) and (3-^) define the 
component functions and the network structure fdr this procedure is 





onn • • f \ w 
z l l ( e > 
* 
z x l (
s ) 









Fig. 26 Two Realized Networks for Example (a) by the Procedure 
with Two Control Frequencies (b) by the Procedure with 
Three Control Frequencies. 
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATIONS TO THE SYNTHESIS OF REACTANCE NETWORKS 
The synthesis of network structures, utilizing the techniques 
described in Chapter II and Chapter III, will now be discussed. These 
structures will be: made up of two sections; one is a zero shifting 
sectionj and the other is a zero producing section* These additional 
approaches allow certain transfer functions to be synthesized, which 
cannot he realized with the basic ladder synthesis technique using only 
Ĝ ype I and/or Type II and/or Type III basic sections. This synthesis 
method, like zero shifting methods, is based on the following two 
conditions^): 
(a) In a purely reactive ladder network, the poles of zip(s) 
are simple. Moreover, Z I : L(S) and
 Z
1P(
S) possess these same poles. 
(b) Every zero of z (s) of a reactive ladder network must be 
Ld. 
a zero of an impedance function of shunt element (this is an imposed 
condition). A set of parameters (%-yJip) and z (s), yp2(s) and 
y1p(s))is assumed to be known from (l-l) or (1-2) in Chapter I and 
also are assumed to satisfy the physically realizable conditions. No 
attempt will be made to maximize the gain of the transfer function nor 
to minimize the number of elements of the synthesized network. 
4.1 Modified Zero Shifting Synthesis 
The network for the modified zero shifting synthesis method is 
composed of two main sections as shown in Fig. 27. 
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0- - — 0 
jig. 27 Network Arrangement for Modified Zero Shifting Synthesis 
In Fig. 27, the zero shifting section is shown as a clear box, and the 
zero producing section is shown as a shaded box. The series section, 
which shifts the zeros of z-.-.(s) to desired locations, is composed of 
n-1 or n series branches, where n denotes the number of zeros of z (s). 
For instance, if the transfer function z (s) has n-i zeros that are 
identical with the driving point function z (s), while the other i 
zeros are different from z (s), then the procedure described in 
Chapter III can be used to realize the zero shifting section. The 
remainder function obtained by removing the zero shifting section must 
have proper zeros of the impedance function that are identical with 
transmission zeros. Zeros of z 0(s) are defined as transmission zeros. 
J-d, 
The zero producing section can be realized by classical Foster's or 
CauerTs synthesis. One of the procedures for realizing the zero 
producing section is as follows: 
Step 1. Take the reciprocal of the remainder function, that is, 
t 
obtain an admittance function y as 
yil = ^ n (k-D 
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s + u) 
"T 
a^ s 
~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 
s + a) ~ 
T2 




s + u) . 
Tl 
(4-2) 
and realise each component function as a shunt arm shown in Fig. 28. 
•O 2* 
Z u ( s ) 
•02 
Fig. 28 Zero Producing Section 
The pole of each shunt arm admittance function will be devoted to 
producing a zero of z (s). 
A similar procedure of synthesis holds for ypp(s) and yip(s) 
with the same networl arrangement as in Fig. 27, 
As an illustration, consider the problem of synthesizing 
z (s) (s2+ D(s 2+ 10) 
1 1 s(s2+ 5) 
C*-3) 
z (e) = i^LitHA^i 
s(s + 5) 
(!*-*> 
Erhe zero shifting section in this case is responsible for shifting a 
zero at s=jl to s=j2 and the other zero at s=j/lO to s=j3. The pro-
cedure to realize the zero shifting section was discussed in Art. 3»3» 
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From (3-37)> the remainder function is 
11 
'(B). - 5 ( & > ^ ) ( B
2
+ ? ) 
s(s•+ 5) 
0-5) 
So synthesize the zero producing section in (4-5).» 
v ' ( B ) 18 B(s
g+ 5) 
1 1 5 (s"+ 4)(s"+ 9) 
a., s a.-*© 
1 • - 4 - 2 
s2+ 4 2 s • + 9 
(4-6) 
where, 
/s '+ 4 lr \) I 8 
a l - ^ — y l l ( s ) J = -2J 
s2-> - 4 l s 
0-7) 
a ^ l i m i l - L i L y (s) 




fhê eforê  the realized reactive network, within a constant multiplier, 
has the form as in; Fig. 29. 








9/5o±: zt 8/25 
-© 2 
Fig. 29 Realized LC Network for Reactance Functions (4-3) and (4-4) 
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k.2 Parallel-Ladder Synthesis (3,7) 
On an admittance basis, the susceptive parameters can be found by 
adding each ladder network function, when j ladder networks are properly 




with y W 
Network B with 
(2) 
y. . 




Fig. 30 Parallel-Ladder Network 
(k) 
Thus, if y is the composite network parameter and y. for k=l,2, 
-•-j i J 
3,..., are the component network parameters, then 
1 J k=l 1 J 
(1) (2) • (3) 
y K J + y v•' + v . : • ' + 




For the lossless network, the transfer admittahce can be written as 
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^ K K '2m 
y -.*. v S + £Lfi + a^S + . . . . . . + a S 
_ y ( s ) = P(
s > =
 Q -L 2 a 
12 > ( * ) s< s 2 +<4>< s 2 +<4 < s 2 + v - l ^-1Q) 
I t i s assumed t h a t y p p ( s ) i s i n f ac to r ed form as 
*22(
S) " M fftj 
v <yl / x o S ' ^ Q-3 v can-1 
(r , ^)( 5> V ) { 3 , ^ ) (s + ̂ m ) 
2. 2 v, 2. 2 w 2 2 v , 2 . 2 ^ - - ^ / 
The procedure for synthesizing the set of parameters given in 
(4-10) and (4-11) is as follows: 
(a) Decompose the composite parameters - y p and ypp given in 
(4-10) and (4-ll), in accordance with (4-9)• Kie component parameters 
of - y 0, y p
 v can he defined as 
~yl2 
( 1 ) ̂  Px(s) 
Q(s) 








In order to realize a set of parameters with a simple LC ladder network, 
it is necessary that transmission zeros of the component function lie 
only on the imaginary axis of the s plane including s==0 and s=oo. It 
can he shown that this decomposition may "be accomplished even when the 
transmission zeros do not lie on the imaginary axis, since the 
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positiveness of coefficients a, in (4-10) is assured if P(s):,' is a 
&. 
Hurwitz polynomial in the variable s (k) » 
(Ts) 
For the decomposition of Yno> "the component functions, y *' J 
can "be defined as 
(i) V s ) 
y22 = Ml 
(2) „ A 2 ( S ) 
y22 = M2 
r2i
a) = *. 




where M must satisfy the relationship as 
M. + M;0 + + M = M Ck-lk) 
1 2 n \ •• / 
(b) Synthesize the set of component functions, - y ^ ' and 
Ci) 
J22 to °btain network A in Fig. 30. This step requires simultan-
eous zero shifting and zero retaining procedures discussed in Chapter 
II and III. This synthesized network has the same form as the one 
synthesized by the modified zero shifting synthesis method. 
(c) Repeat step 2 for the other sets of component functions 
(2) (2). (3) (3) (n) (n) ' . ^ 
" y12 > y22 ' " yl2 > y22 > * " y12 > y22 a connect each 
component networks in parallel as in Fig. 30. 
(&) Determine transfer ratio K. from each synthesized network. 
laeh component network has the short-circuit driving function ypp ' and 
(k) 
transfer function - K, y ^ '. Determine, next, the value of K by 
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assigning 
!-i- =-L. +J^ +: _1. 
K Kx K2 Kn 
(*-15) 
•(e) Adjust the respective admittance levels of component net-
works "by multiplying- lay K/K. . 
As an .illustration, consider the problem of synthesizing 
( s ^ i)(s2+ 5) 
y (s) = ' • p — (4-16) 
S (s + 2) 
-y 1 2(s) = 9 + f + ^ {k_ll} 
s(s*> 2) 
•with an LC net-work* 
Decomposition of - y12(s) in (4-17)t according to (4-12), yields 
- y 1 2 ( s ) = B
2(sVl) . 4(s2+ l) + 3 




° ' 2 s(s%- 2) s|s + 2) 
(4-18) 
Ihen, . y i(D( s) . (•*+ ^ *> (l4.19) 
^ s(s%- 2) 
-yi2)(s)= | ( 2̂o) 
s(s + 2) 
©ie component function -y ̂  ' has a xero at Bmjl> which is the smm as 
one of y22(s), and the other zero at s=j2, while - y-,2 has all its 
zeros at infinity. To synthesize ypp(s) "with the transmission zeros 
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of - y:p (s), the procedure given in Chapter II can be utilized but 
on an admittance basis. The net-work arrangement for component network 
A is shown in Fig. 31• 
i'o-
l o 




Fig. 31 Network Arrangement for Component Network A 
-O 2' 
•02 
fhe zero shifting section in Fig. 31 msy be realized as follows: 
Define component functions of the zero shifting section as 
d 
y » - — (lf-21) 
and y^s) - - ^ 
d, s 
(4-22) 
s + 2 
Jy analogy with (2-70), the matrix equation needed to determine dQ and 
4 in (4-2l) and (4-22) becomes in this case 
/ \ 












Solving (4-23) for d and d gives 
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d = 1/2 
o ' 
d_ = 1/2 
(4-24) 




s) " y o ^ " yi^s) 
= (s
2+ l)(s2+ 4) 
s(s2+ 2) 
(4-25) 
To synthesize the zero producing section in Fig. 31 a partial 
t t 
expansion of z-00(s) = l/y00(s) is required as 22 22' 
2 ' ( s ) = -isl |l 22 (BS+'l)'(B2+if) 
- !/3 s , 2/3 s 
p P 
s + 1 s + 4 
(4-26) 












Fig. 32 Network A 
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12). 
Since all the zeros of - 7-.^%^ are at infinity, the appropriate 
continued fraction expansion of ypp(s) takes the form 
yPP(s) =:& + — — -
22 l/ls+ 
16/3 s + — -
(4-28) 
3/20 s 
and the pertinent ladder network is shown in Fig. 33* Consideration of 
the asymptotic behavior ĝ ives 
(4-29) 
Fig. 33 Network B 
Using (4-15) to determine the value of K yields 
K » 1/2 (4-30) 
therefore, the adjustments of admittance levels are required as 
for network A, K/K = l/2 } 
for network B, K/K2 = 1/2 . 
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After adjusting the admittance levels, the resulting parallel ladders 













Fig. 3:4 letworK: for Synthesizing a Set of Admittance 




This paper has given the methods for simultaneous zero shifting 
and zero retaining. This study also shows that the success (or failure) 
of these methods depends upon the proper choice of control frequencies. 
Simple rules were given for determining proper control frequencies (or 
component functions). 
The proofs of the conditions for realizability "by these methods 
were given in Art. 2.3. It should be pointed out that in order to 
extend these methods to the RC and RL cases, frequency transformations 
are required. 
The methods can be utilized in the synthesis of transfer func-
tions. The modified zero shifting synthesis or parallel-ladder syn-
thesis given in Chapter IV is one of the applications of these methods, 
but they can also be applied to other synthesis methods. 
As mentioned in Chapter III, the method for shifting i zeros to 
desired locations and leaving the others the same in a n-z reactance 
function can always be realized with n control frequencies, if nega-
tive elements are allowed. The method with n control frequencies for 
the proposed zero shifting requires some limitations on the frequency 
values of new zeros as in Table 3.1. With n+1 control frequencies, 
those limitations can be dispensed with, but more computations are 
needed. 
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An -unsuccessful attempt was made to extend the methods to in-
clude the case of shifting zeros to proper locations and creating poles 
at desired positions simultaneously. An interesting fact is that if 
one poll is created along the positive frequency axis, then an adjacent 
zero is shifted toward that pole and the other zero is created between 
the pole to he created and the original pole. It can he shown that if 
creation of poles is allowed for zero shifting,, then the limitations on 
the value of new zeros given in Table 3 can be eliminated. 
Instead of considering reactance parameters^ it is often conven-
ient to use suseeptanee parameters. All the procedures in Chapter II 
and III are applicable to the suseeptanee parameters as well. 
It would be; desirable to extend the conditions given in Table 
1 and Table 3 to include zero shifting for n-z functions. It would 
also be desirable to extend these conditions to the case of zero 
creating and zero shifting. 
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APPENDIX: 
cumiFiQATim OF cammssT NETWORKS 
The component networks of zero shifting sections can take any 
combination of I^pe I, II and III sections defined in Art. 2,1. 
On the other hand, based on the poles and zeros of a reactance 
function;, an orderly arrangement of minimum element networks of in-
creasing complexity is possible. All the possible component networks 
are defined by Table A.l or extensions thereof. 
Table A.l Classification of Reactive Networks 
ifpe I Type II Type III lype I II III 
Xl X2 X3 ^23 
112 23 X33 ^233 
X13 
xm X333 ^12333 
^33 *2333 
In Table A.l, such symbolisms as X_p, I , etc.are used to indicate, 
respectively, reactance functions obtained by combining Type I and II 
sections, obtained by combining Type I and III sections, etc. 
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The behaviors of these component functions along the positive fre-
quency axis and their reactive and susceptive patterns are represented 
in Fig. A.l. 
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Type I 
z (s ) *. jyyX 
y ( » 
1 
Type I I 
> ( B ) -
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Fig. Ael (a) . Behaviors of Component Networks 
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LX. 
Type I I I 
+ U) 









ft 3 /! 
«2^w 0) 
z (s ) 
A 2 3 3 /, 







z(s) ̂ { ^ J_H_I ^ H H K~* 
^12333,, 
U) 
l / i 
i / i 
z(B)»—onrM o ^HU -̂" y(s) 
T T -T 
y(s) 
T -r T 
Fig. A.l (b) Behaviors of Component Functions 
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